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OLLI At Duke
Civil Discourse or

Civil Discord
SESSION 2

RESPECT FOR THE LAW

Dale Steinacker
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Why do We Follow the Law?
•… game theory elegantly explains that entities have an incentive
to cooperate where cooperation is a so-called Nash equilibrium: a
situation where any party would be worse off if they altered their
strategy.
... if a government doesn’t provide enough benefit to its citizens
for obeying it, they may change their strategy and overthrow it.

•Tegmark, Max. Life 3.0: Being Human in the Age of Artificial
Intelligence (Kindle Locations 2762-2769). Kindle Edition.
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All Allegiances at Risk
•Harvard Law Professor Adrian Vermeule writing the article

A Christian Strategy in First Things Magazine November, 2017

•Macaulay and Schmitt, the liberal Protestant-trending-atheist and
the conservative Catholic apostate

•This radical political flexibility as to means, decried by Macaulay
and justified by Schmitt, is a hard counsel; it means that ultimate
allegiances to political parties, to the nation, even to the
Constitution, may all have to go if conditions warrant it.
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The “Wealthy” Want to Leave
CALIFORNIA LEAVING (CAL-EXIT) CATALONIA EXIT (CAT-EXIT)
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The justice system has to
work for everyone

• It can’t be seen as favoring
insiders or a group or party

• It is easier to keep respect
than to restore it

• Our system is in serious
danger
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The Public Respects the Law If and Only If
Leaders Keep it Worthy of Respect
•An instructor many years ago commented that the 18 th

amendment was the worst law in American history because it
taught people disrespect for the law.

•Today, we have many forces degrading respect for the law. Some
are accidental, some are intentional.

•In the end, the maintenance of respect is the responsibility of the
legal profession and the nation’s leadership.

•Joe Sixpack can’t make, or keep, the system worthy of respect.
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The Rule of Law,
The Common Man and “Our Betters”
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In an 1838 address in Springfield, Illinois, Lincoln asked where future dangers
to the freedom and security of the American people might be found. It was
not from foreign enemies, he said, but from internal threats. If and when the
fundamental principles and structure of American government should fall
under attack, “men of sufficient talent and ambition will not be wanting to
seize the opportunity” and “strike the blow” against free government.
Page 147

what the American revolution did was to give to the common man a voice,
a veto, elbow room, and a refuge from the rampaging presumptions of his
“betters.” – Page `146

The System is Not Big Enough For Me
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Political leaders are not the only ones with a vested interest in opposing the
existing framework of American society, precisely because it is the existing
framework ... The intelligentsia have exactly the same incentives ... even if the
glory they seek is ... a posture of daring in the role of a verbal dandy. The
easiest way to achieve all these goals is to disdain the beaten path, as Lincoln
put it, and to attack or undermine the fundamental structure of the American
political system and society. – Sowell Page 149

We are five days away from fundamentally transforming the
United States of America.” Barack Obama

The Cost of Showing Off
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A small but all too typical example was provided by a Stanford law
student serving in one of the many organizations devoted to
“prisoner’s rights.” She said, “It’s precisely because prisoners are
viewed as the castaways of our society—that’s what draws me to
them even more.” She added, “We should want to know why a
person can’t function in this society, what it is about this society. ...”
Unfortunately, what many call “society” is in fact civilization.
Sowell pp 149-150

Heather Mac Donald
The War on Cops

•Four Arguments
1. “Ferguson effect” – Police hold back – Crime goes up

2. Ending stop, question, and frisk in New York does the same
thing

3. The excuse that crime—black crime especially—is the result of
poverty and inequality is false

4. Exposes the deceptions of the mass-incarceration conceit and
show that the disproportionate representation of blacks in
prison is actually the result of violence, not racism.
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Baltimore Murder Rate
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The total of 318 killings by year's end made 2016 the second-
deadliest year per capita on record, second only to 2015, when
violence spiked after the death of 25-year-old Freddie Gray

http://www.baltimoresun.com/news/maryland/crime/bs-md-ci-homicides-2016-
20170102-story.html

Lynching and Murders
•Taleeb Starkes, in Black Lies Matter at Kindle location 2013 cites

a Tuskegee study
from 1882 to 1968, 3,446 blacks were lynched.

Now, black on black murders
match that number roughly every six months.

•Starkes defines the problem as a small group of “urban
terrorists” and wonders why they are acceptable.

12
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The Moynihan Report - 1965
•Urged the restoration of the family
◦ http://web.stanford.edu/~mrosenfe/Moynihan's%20The%20Negro%20Family.pdf

•Derided as “racist” not understanding the reality of the black
family
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Seeking redress and salvation from the “power structure” just puts off the essential
work of culture change. Barack Obama started that work in a startling Father’s Day
speech in Chicago while running for president in 2008. “If we are honest with
ourselves,” he said, “we’ll admit that . . . too many fathers [are] missing from too
many lives and too many homes. They have abandoned their responsibilities, acting
like boys instead of men. . . . We know the statistics—that children who grow up
without a father are five times more likely to live in poverty and commit crime; nine
times more likely to drop out of school and 20 times more likely to end up in prison.”
But after implicitly drawing the connection between family breakdown and youth
violence—“How many times in the last year has this city lost a child at the hands of
another child?”—Obama reverted to Alinskyite bromides

Mac Donald, Heather. The War on Cops: How the New Attack on Law and Order Makes Everyone Less Safe (p.
136). Encounter Books. Kindle Edition.

The Real Problem – Fatherless Children

Three Groups
•Black Citizens
◦ Want to go about their daily lives and need protection

•Black Thugs
◦ What Starkes calls “Urban Terrorists

•“Blue Wall”
◦ Police – Officers of various skin tones
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Which Black Lives Matter?

COPS AS ENEMIES

• Protects Black Thugs

• Leaves Black Citizens at
mercy of the thugs

COPS AS GUARDIANS

• Primary goal is to protect the
lives of Black Citizens

• Willing to harass Black Thugs
to achieve that goal
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•Jewish Biblical Commentary
◦ Pentateuch & Haftorahs – Ed. By Dr. J. H. Hertz

◦ Genesis 4:10 (re Cain and Abel) “… the voice of thy brother’s blood crieth
unto me from the ground.”

◦ Commentary: “blood. The Heb. word is in the plural. In slaying Abel, Cain
slew also Abel’s unborn descendants. ‘He who destroys a single human
life is as if he destroyed a whole world’ (Talmud)”

The Significance of Murder
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From the
Forward by
Chief Judge
Alex Kozinski
of the Ninth
Circuit

One of the bedrock principles of our
criminal law is that citizens are entitled to
fair notice of what is criminal and what is

legal. People can then avoid prosecution by
engaging in lawful activities. The right to do

what the law does not prohibit, without
fear of harassment or punishment, is one of

the hallmarks of a free society.
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Rule Making

2017 2016Starting 2004

Final Rules 938 3,853 49,352

Proposed Rules 526 2,391 32,118

All Signif., Proposed 56 158 4,015

Federal Register Pages (adj.*) 20,204 96,994 1,042,548

Executive Orders 34 45 482

Executive Memoranda 20 36 368

Notices 7,027 24,557 330,872

Notices, signif under EO12866 2 8 264

From:

Ten Thousand
Commandments-
Competitive Enterprise
Institute –
May 1, 2017

The Citizen Should Be Able To Know
The Law
•“Ignorance of the Law is no Excuse
◦ Really? – given the number of regulations we have and the complexity of

our laws?

•No ex post facto laws
◦ This only applies if the laws are clear and the courts and administrative

law judges can’t make up new “crimes” as we go along

•Also – changes in enforcement from day to day effectively
change the law.
◦ Changing the length of a yellow light with a red light camera is a case
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Justice or Revenue?
“a court system in Ferguson and select areas of St. Louis that

function primarily as a revenue generator. “ …the sharp increase
in fines to a “more concentrated focus on traffic enforcement”
from both manned enforcement and the installation of traffic

cameras. Red light cameras posted in three locations resulted in
5,318 tickets in fiscal year 2013, according to city records.”

Skyrocketing Court Fines Are Major Revenue Generator for Ferguson
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Prosecutorial
and Political

Abuse
Use of the Justice

System for Political
Purposes, Career

Advancement and
Currying Favor
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Marvin Mandel – Governor of Maryland 1969-1977

• Speaker of the Maryland House of Delegates
• Became Governor when

Spiro Agnew became Vice-President
• Re-elected in 1970 and 1974
• Tried and convicted

“Some people wrongly believe that bribery was the issue
but that wasn't in the indictment or involved. The actual
charge was mail fraud for my not giving people the personal
services they were entitled to as governor, a concept that
had no real basis in law.” – Page 82

Mandel Trial pp 82-83
The jury was out 13 days. They wrote a note to the judge and said, we
can't agree on a decision. And then added another sentence that is so
important. They said, We can't even agree that a crime was committed.

The judge sent them back three times. On the thirteenth day he did
what you're not even allowed to do. He instructed the jury that they had
to come to a verdict, and he was going to send them back again. So
they went back and they came in with a guilty verdict.

He was able to do that because, in blatant disregard of the law, we
weren't even there in the courtroom.

24
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Mandel Trial pp 86-87
•Reagan commuted the sentence on December 3, 1981

•Supreme Court ruling in a similar case gave them a basis to
appeal the case.

•They appealed and conviction was reversed

•The Supreme Court in McNally v United States (1987) said there
is no right to “honest and impartial state government.”
Mandel– page 107
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From the
Forward by
Chief Judge
Alex Kozinski
of the Ninth
Circuit

One of the bedrock principles of our
criminal law is that citizens are entitled to
fair notice of what is criminal and what is
legal. People can then avoid prosecution by
engaging in lawful activities. The right to do
what the law does not prohibit, without
fear of harassment or punishment, is one of
the hallmarks of a free society.

1988 – “Honest Services Fraud”
•Honest services fraud is a crime defined in 18 U.S.C. § 1346 (the
federal mail and wire fraud statute), added by the United States
Congress in 1988,[1] which states: "For the purposes of this
chapter, the term scheme or artifice to defraud includes a
scheme or artifice to deprive another of the intangible right of
honest services.“

•https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Honest_services_fraud
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Bob McDonnell Virginia Governor 2010-2014

• After a prolonged effort by the
Washington Post, He and his wife were
charged and convicted under the
“Honest Services Fraud” law.

• The Supreme Court unanimously
vacated McDonnell's conviction
holding that the trial court's
construction of the statutory term
"official act" was too broad.
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From the
Forward by
Chief Judge
Alex Kozinski
of the Ninth
Circuit

Prosecutors have a particularly strong duty to act fairly
because, as the Supreme Court has explained, they are
the representatives “not of an ordinary party to a
controversy, but of a sovereignty whose obligation to
govern impartially i as compelling as its obligation to
govern at all; and whose interest, therefore, in a criminal
prosecution is not that it shall win a case, but that justice
shall be done.”

the government is not an ordinary litigant whose
interest lies in winning at all costs. Rather, the
government’s legitimate interest lies in convicting only
those defendants who are proven guilty beyond a
reasonable doubt.
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[F]ormer Senator Ted Stevens, … was convicted
after federal prosecutors concealed evidence
favorable to the defense and lied about it in
court.
The conviction was vacated once the
government’s deception was revealed, but this
occurred long after Stevens had lost an election—
ending a 40-year Senate career and changing the
balance of power in the Senate—as a direct result
of the wrongful conviction.

Kozinski – Forward to Licensed to Lie

Seat was won by Democrat Mark Begich who
provided the 60th vote for the Affordable Care Act
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“John Doe” Investigation Against Wisconsin Governor Scott Walker

In a ruling this morning [July 16, 2015], the Wisconsin
Supreme Court rendered official what observers have
long known: Wisconsin Democrats did, in fact, launch a
massive, multi-county “John Doe” investigation of the
state’s conservatives, featuring extraordinarily broad
subpoenas and coordinated “paramilitary” raids of
private homes; the “crimes” that provided the
investigation’s pretext were not crimes at all, but First
Amendment-protected speech; and the legal theory
underpinning the investigation was bunk, “unsupported
in either reason or law,” as the court put it.

http://www.nationalreview.com/article/421274/wisconsins-shame-state-supreme-court-vindicates-victims-
john-doe-witch-hunt-david

The Media Out of Touch
•Paul Johnson – Modern Times (90s version) Page 649

In the 1972 campaign, Nixon was delighted when the Democrats
nominated the ultraliberal George McGovern. ’Here is a situation’, he
told his staff, ’where the Eastern establishment media finally has a

candidate who almost totally shares their views.’ … At last, he
concluded ‘the country will find out whether what the media has been
standing for during these last five years really represents the majority
thinking.’ Whether or not that was the issue Nixon won by a landslide

[49 states 60.7 % of the popular vote
521 – 17 in the Electoral College]
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When the Public Doesn’t
Listen to the Media

•Modern Times – Page 649

•(note – 80’s edition was published in 1991)

Among the media there were many who were not merely
humiliated by Nixon’s triumph but genuinely frightened. As one

powerful editor put it: ‘There’s got to be a bloodletting we’ve got
to make sure nobody even thinks of doing anything like this
again.’ The aim was to use publicity to reverse the electoral

verdict of 1972, which was felt to be, in some metaphysical sense
illegitimate …
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Then and Now
•The Media and the Beltway are as much out of touch now as they
were then.

•There have been constant efforts to delay and obstruct The
elected President and constant discussion of Impeachment and
the 25th Amendment

•Those doing this talking are tone-deaf about how it is heard by
those who voted for the man they are trying to obstruct or
remove.
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A Political Boxing Match
Instead of a Legal Fight

Let me be clear –

•I am not going to try to say:
◦ what I think ought to happen

◦ who is “right”

•I am going to describe:
◦ What I understand has happened

◦ What possibilities are out there

◦ What is and is not likely to happen
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The Dossier – Part 1
•A dossier tying Trump to Russia was apparently used to authorize
wiretaps on members of his campaign who were working in
Trump Tower.

•That dossier was later used as a basis to name Robert Mueller as
the Special Prosecutor on the Trump-Russia Collusion
Investigation.

•It has now been reported that the Clinton campaign paid nine
million dollars to Fusion GPS, the firm that generated this
dossier.
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The Dossier – Part 2
•The Dossier was “shopped “ and no one reported it.

•One of the reasons Trump fired Comey was that Comey briefed
Trump on the dossier. Then – the fact that Trump had been
briefed on it meant it could be talked about. Making public the
fact that Trump had been briefed served only to allow the
publication of the false information in the dossier.

•Comey later admitted this was done at Clapper’s request.
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Uranium One - 1
•First reported in The New York Times

By Jo Becker And Mike McIntire APRIL 23, 2015

http://www.nytimes.com/2015/04/24/us/cash-flowed-to-clinton-
foundation-as-russians-pressed-for-control-of-uranium-company.html?_r=0

•Book and Video Clinton Cash by Peter Schweizer

•Twenty percent of U.S. Uranium supply given to Russian Control

•Sean Hannity of Fox has been pressing this
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Uranium One - 2
•October 11, 2107 The Hill breaks a big story

•FBI knew about Russian bribery in re Uranium One
from 2009 through 2015 and hid it.

◦Mueller, Rosenstein, Comey, and McCabe implicated
◦ Holder and Hillary Clinton both members of Committee on Foreign

Investment in the United States and voted to approve the deal.
◦ Clinton family got money

◦ Holder as head of DOJ should/must have known about the investigation

◦ Presumably Obama knew about it.
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Impeachment
Legal or Political?

NEITHER

• Legal
◦ Not a criminal trial
◦ “Special Prosecutor provides

political cover”
◦ No penalty other than loss of

office

• Political
◦ Not “No confidence vote” in

Parliamentary style

BOTH

• Legal
◦ Does have a penalty
◦ “Show Trial”
◦ Impacts public’s view of legal

system

• Political
◦ Members of Congress answer

politically
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Pick Your Lawbreaker
GAVIN NEWSOM

CALIFORNIA - GOVERNOR

ROY MOORE

ALABAMA - SENATOR
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Ordered
Issuance of
Same-Sex
Marriage
Licenses
when not
legal

Fought to have Ten
Commandments
Memorial outside
state courthouse
building


